
Episode 56GF July 19, 2023. The Ask: Request a complaint-based system from 10 Attorney Generals suing the E P A to 

give wood stove users “certainty”.  

The Ask: Please Contact 10 Attorneys General about an August 2023 suit versus E P A asking for “certainty” for wood 

stove users. RAWSEP asks for a complaint based system based on PM2.5 monitor data exceeding E P A PM2.5 “safe” 

limits, using fenceline measurements at yards of near neighbors. 

A new icon has been added to the RAWSEP Website, which is now the nearest right icon. The icon is an ask that has 

already been described in Episodes 56GB (description of the parties who should be at the table when deciding on “safe” 

wood stove emission limits and fenceline measurements, rather than wood stove certification) and 56GBa (emails to 

contact 10 Attorneys General) (those two PDFs are included at the icon link).  

https://rawsepresidents.wordpress.com/1-please-contact-10-attorneys-general-about-august-2023-suit-versus-e-p-a-

asking-for-certainty-for-wood-stove-users-rawsep-asks-for-complaint-based-sytem-based-on-pm2-5-monitor-data-

exceeding-e-p/ 

There is also a new icon added to the right of that, for “The Fox Owns the Forest” card game (TBA), which will be 

uploaded later this week. 

Residents Against Wood Smoke Emission Particulates, see https://RAWSEPresidents.wordpress.com and click on the 

nearest right icon for The Ask: Contact 10 Attorneys General https://rawsepresidents.wordpress.com/1-please-contact-

10-attorneys-general-about-august-2023-suit-versus-e-p-a-asking-for-certainty-for-wood-stove-users-rawsep-asks-for-

complaint-based-sytem-based-on-pm2-5-monitor-data-exceeding-e-p/ To the right of that, “The Fox Owns the Forest“ 

card game (TBA), then to the right of that, the latest month, July 2023, of PDFs of articles with U R L’s to search on. To 

the right of that, Stickers to handout for RAWSEP, Games such as 1)Bingo for RAWSEP, 2)Crosswords for RAWSEP, 

3)EndWoodSmokeJeopardy. 4)EndWoodSmokeMonopoly Games, 5) a RAWSEP Flyer, 6)the Un-Twist-it Game, and 

7)”Vending Machines for PM2.5 monitors”, and icon links to 30 minute Youtube videos and Spotify podcasts as well as 

podcasts on Amazon Music Prime (free for Prime subscribers), podcasts.google.com, Cast Box, and Pocket Cast (Pocket 

Cast is only free on the phone App. Pocket Cast works on Apple phones) and, below those icons, icon links to monthly 

PDFs of articles with URL’s to search on, from June 2023 to  May 2022. 
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